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8 P.M.
 
When night falls in the sky
Lie down and begin to cry
Nothing more to do today
Not one thing left to say
Can’t change it anyway
 
Wipe the tears from your eyes
All those lies
Millions of times you cried
For no reason at all
Everything we tried
 
Isn’t good enough now
The pain keeps growing louder
We are falling apart again
Don’t turn away from me this time
 
Sarah Rosner
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About You
 
Talking about you
I lose my mind
I can't stop smiling and laughing
Thinking about what we said
Hoping it comes true real soon
I can't spend one more day without you
 
Sarah Rosner
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Another One Gone
 
I shut my eyes and try to sleep
Replay these things I hate
I can’t escape them all this time
Can’t out run them
Or let them go
They’ve been here for far too long
 
Fight these memories
Won’t let them touch me again
I’m not going to hide anymore
I can’t just sweep them under the rug
 
They’ve brought me down
Replay the events
Over again
On repeat
 
See my mistakes
Accept
And regret
Onto the next one
 
I’ll sit here till it’s done
Taste that kills
These moments burn my eyes
And inflict my thoughts
Don’t want to relive this again
 
Let’s get past this
I’m almost fine again
If I had you here with me
I’d be good as new
But it’s just a waste of time
It’s over its done
Let me wake up from this
 
Sarah Rosner
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Backseat
 
Sitting
With troubles
On her knees
 
Smile across your face
Sin never tasted so sweet before
Begging for it one more time
 
Again
Don’t stop
Keep going
 
Tender lips
Devil touch
Waiting to explode
 
One more time
You know exactly what you're doing
Don't leave me hanging
 
I’m on my knees again
And you love it
 
Sitting in the backseat
With troubles on my knees
That smile across your face
Sin never tasted so sweet
 
You won’t forget this
 
Sarah Rosner
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Come What May
 
She said it would be all ok
Just come play this game with me
She said I’ll hold your hand and show you the way
She will make a pro out of you in no time
 
This is the way you do it
This is how true love feels
Just sitting next to you
She can feel it too
 
Tempting and waiting for the perfect time to give in
Surrender yourself to me
I’ll give you all I can be
Just one more touch to drive us wild
One more minute until it’s over
 
How could this be lost?
How did it end up like this?
Something she wanted for so long
 
Finally comes
Gone and pulled the next day
Don’t you remember how we were?
 
Vulnerable and left naked out on the street
Waiting for the worms to come get me
Clean up this mess
Set me free from this agony
 
Anywhere but here is fine with me
 
Sarah Rosner
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Confined Existence
 
Hammer city
Train of twilight arrives
Prairie of terror surrounds like a coat
Struggled with the fellow talk
Mental battles
The common new scare
No connections to begin the death home
Street patrol, get up and start
Never remember victory
Dead title you wear
Label they chose
Worst part covers you
Kids heard of only negative
Ruined record
Alive in this town isn’t a big deal
Similar vast addictions
Future best
Letters and cards read 'dangerous'
Interested in ridiculous files
Aggressive involvement having you to feel
Mindset fun
Everyone turned
Obscure statements
Meaningless points to add
Debut a whole weapon strung now
Empty society
Regard common knowledge in place before moving
Here
The time
Sound
About to come
 
Sarah Rosner
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Escape
 
Save me
I need the key
Find a way out of here
 
It’s so near
No one cares
What could happen to me
 
Don’t you see
It’s so close
I can almost touch it
 
Light shining through
I don’t know which way to go
I’m going down
 
Is this right?
Stop this nightmare
Save me from myself
 
Sarah Rosner
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Good Luck And Goodbye For Now
 
Wait to see
Guided by who knows
So cold
Don't speak
Convince them until they can solve problems
Teach all they can learn
Send them off with goodluck and a goodbye
Might not see them again
Fled away
Left you alone
Back to where you began
Maybe you will try it again
See if they come back home in one piece
You taught them well
 
Sarah Rosner
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High As Can Be
 
Soaring and looking for an answer
Don't know what I will find today
Looking for somthing that no one has found before
A new sacred thing
All for me to know
Plan on top of experimentation
Something meaningful
Born on problems
Situations I can't prove
You'll find me rather wild
My imagination gets the best of me
Leads me to my next experience
I just follow the beat of life
 
Sarah Rosner
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Innovate Birthday
 
My pleasure to burn
The noise
Visions I can image
Holding you between my hands
Up on the wall
Next to the missile
Living things that kill
Red pistols
Must resist
Casualties under cult
A bond with a sin
Prowling arms strong
Lessons circle
Speeding
Thrilled hero
Fill me
Not a toy
Leave a trail
Ahead of all
Show unlimited days
Exclusive catalog
Feel the rush inside
Record faults on my highway
First stars in the world
Legend rests
Make him proud
Voices spin idiot-jagged fighters
Deeds begin
Slant high grind
Jacket simply hidden
Dead festival
Younger by the lot
Rare eyes introduce a secret
No specific appearance
Biggest pact
Wildest available at the clipped show
Neighbors run from bust
Plug years of flesh
These move back to you
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Ultimate conduct wake
Now on the way to anticipate other moments
Next big thing ready to shoot from heaven calling them on
Unionize who claim different
Do of what you love
Fold the seams
Command you
Untamed
Ain’t complaining
Strung downtown
Revenge against again
 
Sarah Rosner
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Inside A Sea Of Darkness
 
Sea of darkness
Surrounded by light
 
Why are you not as bright?
What secrets do you hide?
 
Inside I know you’ve cried
Loneliness got the best of you
 
Grown darker as the clock ticks by
Thinking that no one will notice
 
In the darkness you will lay
Curl up inside
 
Nothing can harm you
No one will see you
 
Sing to yourself
Make your problems melt away
 
Burning bright light
Shield your eyes
 
Wait another night
 
Sarah Rosner
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Into The Fog Of Eternity [serenity At Last]
 
As I look out my window
Sad and distress
The darkness of night sends a calling
Stepping out into cold and no light
The sadness of dark swallows me up
Lift me up and make me feel whole again
Although I’m alone and no one is here
I feel more alive than ever
Solitude and stillness I breathe in
A restoration that I hope will last
Nothing is moving fast at all
A time to see and feel everything
Appreciate all that I have
‘Cause I know when I step into the light again
It will change
I will be alone
Sadness will fill me up and bring me down
Lowest of low I will become
They will ask
And I will just shrug
They will never understand
As hard as I try
The feeling of that night will never stay
Agony and pain in the day
At night I will live
All good things come to an end
When I step back into that light once again
 
Sarah Rosner
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Just Want Me Already
 
You remind me of so much
Everything that’s tempting
Each second could be a touch
Too afraid to reach out
Your eyes looking the way they do
Makes me want you even more
The smile that drives me wild
Make this life worth wild
Loving you hurts like hell
Crawled home just to see your face
I still can’t seem to put it together
You are like no one yet before
No one knows we are alive
Everything but me is fine
Nothing can destroy me while I’m with you
Talk to me
Make me flashback to better times
Memories of you
Shelter me in the darkness
Wrapped me in safety and insecurities
Haunted by the one that knows
Pool of temptations
Taking a trip down that long road
Back to the place I miss
A place I once called home
 
Sarah Rosner
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Just With You
 
I want you to know
How much you mean to me
You pick me up when I am down
Never let me touch the ground
Just thinking about you gets me by
How great I feel inside
Dreaming about you
Spending time with you
Wishing it would all fall in place
It would be perfect
Seeing your eyes looking at me
My heart melts
I begin to be shy
No one else could make me feel this way
Thinking about holding you in my arms
No harm can come now
Safe and secure
Don't go now
I'd do anything to see you
Anything to be with you
Just give me a chance
You mean more than the world to me
Nothing can describe it
No more tears
No more waiting
No more dreaming
Let's start now
 
Sarah Rosner
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Justice For Who?
 
Frantic lives
In this twisted time
Work all you might
And begin to fight
 
No system of justice
No real freedom at all
Our rights are our wrongs
Who can tell whose sane now
 
Find out what you want to do with your precious life
They will tell you
But it is all the same
You will never win this game
 
Never win at all
No matter how hard you try
Study every book to get ahead
To just be left for dead
 
Just like the rest
You didn't want to settle for less
And now you all fall down
Just like they wanted you to do
 
Make them win
To see them smile
And laugh in fame
And justice for all
 
Sarah Rosner
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Let’s Slip Away To Another Tomorrow
 
Sunrise glisten
Across her face
In the shadows of disbelief
I am here again
Another chance to prove myself
To all who stand
 
Rock the cradle where she sleeps
Lay her head in peace
Open mind
Let me slide
Another fantasy fills my time
 
Can’t regret what we did now
It's done and in the past
Let’s start over
On another day
The clock ticks by
An hour I lost with you
This time I'll try
To be perfect for you  
 
All I did wasn't enough
Don't be away for long
I'm waiting for you to come
Come and rescue me
 
This pain we both caused isn't going away
Knowing how much you cared about me before
I wish it would go back to that
You just kept slipping away from me
There was nothing I could do or say
To make it change
Pick up these pieces
But them back together
See if you'll notice me again
Let's go onto another tomorrow
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Sarah Rosner
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Life
 
As another day passes
My mind relaxes
24 hours turns into 7 days
Nothing pays
 
Soon a month has gone past
Where did the time go?
What did we miss?
Another time passed by me
 
Everything I looked for
Couldn’t find
A lost memory in my mind
Can’t turn back the time
 
Fix my mistakes
Another lesson to be learned
Another day to remember
Another date to cross off
 
Sarah Rosner
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Looking For Acceptance In The Valley Of Regret
 
Valley of regret
Becomes deeper than the sea
 
Straining on all that I am
Wash away all my mistakes
 
Clung on me for too long
Haunting my every move
 
They watch
They judge
 
Can’t find a safe place to call home
I regret what I’ve done
 
Relive my mistake
Watch it all collapse
 
Blank and empty I’ve become
Dead in the sense of shame
 
Sarah Rosner
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Master Of The Canvas
 
Colors all around
Filled with emotion
Pain and happiness combined
Love in the air
A stroke of a brush
Long and straight
A masterpiece
A door opened to the world
1,000 words are said
Interpret how you will
No one can say what’s wrong or right
Canvas or a picture
Staying forever until it fades
Colors will fade while emotions stay
Willing to all
One master of paint
 
Sarah Rosner
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Nothing
 
I thought I knew you
Told myself you were better than the rest
But I was wrong
I loved you
I thought you felt the same
Waited a lifetime for you
Just to close me out like everyone else
I can still feel the pain
Didn't think it would hurt me this bad
 
Sarah Rosner
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Ready To Go
 
Standing in the gate
Ready to start
Any moment they will open
Let me run off
Leave everyone in dust
Taste of metal
Fill my mouth
Heart beats fast
Any minute now
Off I'll go
Down that road I love
Others try to bring me down
Think they are better
I know I can prove them al wrong
Just give me a couple of minutes
I'll show everyone
Just believe in me
I will do what it takes to win
Just let me go
The gun fires
Gate opens in front
I run for my life
People all around
Watching, yelling, hoping
This is what I'm best at
Perfect for the job
Best under pressure
The beat of my heart can't keep up with my feet
I'm close to the end
Just keep going
I've been waiting for this moment
So long I've dreamt of this
It has finally come
 
Sarah Rosner
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Remorseless
 
Unsuspecting victim
Young and defenseless
Trapped with the memory forever
So clear and precious
 
Never thought it would happen to her
He, the pig
Slaughtered with a smile
A hidden laughter without denial
 
Unaware of the damage he would cause
That haunting voice and sly face
Remaining picture perfect in her mind
A cold fall day ruins
 
An ideal scene to remember
Nothing can take back what was done
Terrified with paranoia as she walks
 
A shower or bath will not wash away his eyes
Forget all that has happened
Just make it wash away
 
As she closes her eyes
Sees that face
She cannot sleep
 
The water’s too cold
Surrounding and drags her down
 
With tears falling
She cries in misery
 
Let them run away
Make a bigger puddle at your feet
 
Erase this memory
 
As hard as she can
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Somehow, make it fade away
 
Beg to redo this day
 
Sarah Rosner
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Running The Show
 
Tonight is war
To your destination
Weaved in every seam
Moral lessons lost
The sky's on fire
Shoot the cannons
Watch every move around
Capture your dreams
Lift you higher
Every time we suffered is over
 
Sarah Rosner
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Savior
 
Never again
Will I feel this high
With you nothing can harm me
My savior and shield
Protect me from any slight harm
I’ll repay you in love
For this feeling I have
Only comes when I think about you
Always on my mind
In my dreams
And in my life for eternity you will stay
I remain loyal when I truly say I love you
Nothing could bring me down when I’m with you
Savior
You make me strive to become better
 
Sarah Rosner
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Soar
 
I open my eyes and see this bright light
I've never seen anything like it before
Unaware of anything
Don't know what is here
You take me around and show me all
Try to teach me
I'll learn the best I can
Try to my hardest to be what you want
From then until now
I believe I did good
Bumps along the road but we got through it together
I'm still here because of you
 
Sarah Rosner
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The Love Of War
 
Love has no weapons
 
It has no fists
 
Love does not bruise
 
It does not leave a scar
 
 
Keep repeating
 
And it might come true
 
Sarah Rosner
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The One
 
As I think of you
Time stands still
You make me stronger
Wanting to do better
Make you proud
I won't let you down
I can promise that
I'll love you more than anyone else could
Don't you see what's in front of you
Don't lose me
Cuz I can't imagine life without you now
Tell me what I wanna hear
Those sweet words
Melt my heart
Bring me on my knees
I promise I'll be faithful
Just take me now
Imagine what we could do
it's all up to you
Just know that I love you
 
Sarah Rosner
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There's No Rush
 
There's no rush for us
But I've waited so long
I don't know if I could wait another day
I promise nothing will hurt us
As long as you're with me
Everything will be picture perfect
 
Sarah Rosner
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Those Piercing Blue Eyes
 
The moment when you looked into my eyes
I knew I was hooked
With those piercing blue eyes I can’t erase
Pulling my hair with a smile on your face
There is nothing more perfect
Just one more time
Glazing into your eyes
You and your southern charm
That feeling that I cannot forget
Waiting for you to bite me again
Hug me and then take my hand
Make me say yes when I deny
I do not know where we will go
But I’m excited to see
We don’t have to go far
Just being in your arms
Looking at you
Playing with my hair
Just one more time with those piercing blue eyes
That I could never erase from my mind
 
Sarah Rosner
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Those Three Words
 
I love you
That's all I want to hear
You say those words
And I melt away
I feel so alive with you
Nothing could get in our way
I won't let anything stop us now
Just say I'm beautiful one more time
Let's get away
Just you and me
Touch your skin with mine
We won't be done in time
I don't care what we do
As long as I'm with you
 
Sarah Rosner
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Until That Day
 
I never want to be mad
I don't want to fight
Nothing like that with you
Kissing, touching, lusting
Until the day
I can say you're mine
 
Sarah Rosner
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Walking With The Moon
 
I’m on the sidewalk
Walking to a little place I once knew of
Not looking for much at all
Nothing special to find
I’m all alone with the moon on my side
Clearing my mind
As I try to find a reason for all
My one friend in this moment was you
But you turned away like the rest
I knew you were all the same
But now I got something new
I got the moon on my side
Staring back at me
With a somber face
It too knew what I’m going through
Another step I take
It follows behind
Sweeps the wind as a blanket to me
Peaceful and quiet
Only the lights talk
No one to be found but me
I can’t find my own self yet
Built this wall up too high to let anything in
Shield me from harm and danger
Let down and despair is not what I wanted all along
For once I want to go back
Back to a time when everything was fine
Nothing could touch me because you were my wall
Block it all out
Nothing could dare save me now
Where do I go from here?
Not even the moon could tell me
As I slowly fall down this abyss
Another chapter wasted and ruined
I’ll walk with the moon by my side
As I tremble to the bottom once again
 
Sarah Rosner
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You
 
As I think of you
Time stands still
 
You make me stronger
You make me want to do better
I want to make you proud
 
I won't let you down
I can promise that
I'll love you more than anyone else could
 
Don't you see what's in front of you?
Don't lose me
I can't imagine life without you now
 
Tell me what I want to hear
Those sweet words
Melt my heart
 
Just take me now
Imagine what we could do
It's all up to you
Just know that I love you
 
Sarah Rosner
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You Never Hurt Me
 
As I write this down
Another tear falls down my face
Yet one more let down from you
I thought I was used to feeling this way
You do this so much
I cry and then take you back
No questions asked
I never did anything like this to you
I don't understand how you can do it so often
Is it that easy to get me upset
I've tried to act stronger than I really am
Seem like nothing is wrong
Like you never hurt me the way you did
 
Sarah Rosner
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